
groups as English. But the central thread 
of his argument and the varieties of evi- 
dence he provides are consistently sugges- 
tive. The spread of the vernacular print- 
languages of the sixteenth century, he ar- 
gues, had three consequences: ( I )  They 
“created unified fields of exchange.. .below 
Latin and above the spoken vernaculars.” 
(2) They gave a new “fixity” to language 
by slowing the rate of linguistic change. (3) 
They established individual “languages of 
power.” Together these provided a strong 
common field and a strong exclusionary 
principle. Citing such diverse examples as 
the strange, almost artificial career of Mag- 
yar nationalism, Ataturk’s romanization of 
Turkish, and the demythologizing of the 
“ s a d  languages” by the nineteenth-cen- 
tury inventors of philology (who, in  turn, 
it needs to be added, nourished a new, racist 
mythology), Anderson plots the parallel 
courses of nationalism and language. He 
thus adds to other recent work, like that by 
Elisabeth Eisenstein and Robert Darnton, 
which trace to the growing print-culture of 
the sixteenth century consequences that ex- 
tend far beyond the specific content of the 
texts printed. The medium, it turns out, is 
more than the message. 

To be sure, lurking beyond much of An- 
derson’s analysis is a general conception of 
language as a decisive element in the imag- 
ined life of communities and individuals, 
one by which they establish their identities. 
This thesis in its theoretical form-for ex- 
ample, in its presupposition of an intrinsic 
relation between language and thought- 
Anderson hardly touches. But if one grants 
only the minimal premise that language is 
a central element in social life, then the 
parallels that Anderson points out between 
the changing forms of language and their 
organization, on the one hand, and social 
structure in its other forms, on the other, 
have important implications. Certainly they 
serve as a useful counterweight to the ac- 
counts of nationalism that take class struc- 
ture and economic development as the sin- 
gle fulcrum around which everything else 
in political life generally, and the rise of 
nationalism particularly, revolves. As both 
the idealist and Marxist historians have 
learned to their cost (Anderson neatly points 
out that the persistence of nationalism re- 
mains an enigma for the Marxist), historical 
effects can also become causes-and how- 
ever one identifies the causes that produced 
the vernacular languages of the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries or that led to Gu- 
tenberg’s discovery, the consequences of 
rhese events quite evidently took on a life 
and causality of their own. 

Anderson does not exaggerate his claims, 
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however; and it is evident that trade and 
economics. population shifts. and New 
World exploration, which have figured in 
more conventional accounts of nationalism, 
are not excluded by his account, though it 
is not clear from what he says exactly how 
they would be related. Given a historical 
phenomenon as massive as nationalism, the 
very distinction between causes and effects 
becomes problematic. Yet none of these 
qualifications alters the fact that both in 
joining the analysis of material conditions 
to historical change as it is lived and in 
treating language and its representations as 
agents of social change, Anderson has writ- 
ten an illuminating and provocative book- 
a good read as well as an occasion for fur- 
ther reflection. Janowitz is concerned, but 
his argument is merely special pleading. 
Anderson, on the other hand, makes na- 
tionalism and patriotism more historically 
intelligible, even more plausible as prin- 
cipled commitment. 

THE HOUSE OF SI ABD ALLAH: 
THE ORAL HISTORY OF A 

recorded, translated, and edited 

(Yale University Press; xxiii + 280 pp.; 
$19.95) 

MOROCCAN FAMILY 

by Henry Munson, Jr. 

Sterert Pope 

AI-Hajj Muhammad, one of the two nar- 
rators of Henry Munson’s remarkable House 
of Si Abd Allah. is a peddler who makes 
his living selling the “garbage of the Chris- 
tians” in the flea markets of Tangier. The 
Hajj has married nine times, and divorced 
eight, without children. Unstable and 
chronically broke, he is the family bard and 
buffoon but also a man of deep piety. Al- 
though al-Hajj Muhammad obtained a pass- 
port to Belgium, where he worked for seven 
years, he has never been able to save money, 
except for the large sum he spent on the 
pilgrimage he made to Mecca at the age of 
forty-seven (for which he bears the Arabic 
honorific “al-Hajj”). The grandson of Si 
Abd Allah, a prosperous peasant from the 
Jbalan highlands outside Tangier, the Hajj 
mirrors the experience of the hordes of Arab 
cultivators who have been forced off the 
land and now sell their labor in the teeming 
cities of the southern Mediterranean. And 
as Henry Munson notes in his introduction, 
the Hajj’s worldview is of great interest to 
Western readers because it graphically 
demonstrates how “Muslim fundamental- 
ists define their socioeconomic and nation- 

alistic grievances in religious terms and 
generally fuse them with grievances of an 
irreducibly religious character.” 

For al-Hajj Muhammad, the paramount 
fact of political life in Morocco is foreign 
domination. “The Christians control this 
world. They send men to the moon. They 
build great buildings, great bridges. great 
ships, and great bombs. But when it comes 
to the world of God. they are ignorant sav- 
ages.” Although poor and childless, the Hajj 
is a man of pious dignity who bears his title 
of “pilgrim“ with pride. And although he 
views politics as the province of infidels, 
he sees his faith as ultimate salvation-not 
only in the hereafter, but also in the struggle 
of this world against the tyranny of the 
Christians. “Why did God allow the Chris- 
tians to rule over the house of Islam?” he 
asks. “Why did God allow the Jews to take 
Palestine and holy Jerusalem? Why does 
God allow the Christians to live like sultans 
in our land, while we are like slaves in their 
land? This is God’s punishment. And this 
is God’s test. Muslims have left the path.” 
Here he refers to the Westernized Moroccan 
elite, who spurn the injunctions of Islam 
and share the spoils of the Christian dorn- 
ination of their country. 

The notion that foreign domination and 
social injustice in Muslim lands is the result 
of religious apostasy should not surprise the 
Westem reader. It is another example of 
what Amold Toynbee called “Zealotism”- 
a kind of “archaism evoked by foreign pres- 
sure,” whose hallmark is the perceived link 
between political dependence and religious 
dereliction-a theme that has exercised a 
great influence in all three of the Semitic, 
monotheistic religions. This tendency is 
shared by the Maccabees and the original 
Zealots of Jewish history, and also by some 
Christian fundamentalists in the United 
States today. To “Zealotism” Toynbee op- 
posed what he called “Herodianism,” a form 
of mimetic cosmopolitanism that seeks to 
assimilate the methods and culture of heg- 
emonic foreigners. While Herodianism may 
seem to us a more sensible and effective 
response to political crisis, Toynbee rec- 
ognized its shortcomings: Essentially de- 
rivative, Herodianism is rarely creative or 
emotionally satisfying; and more important, 
it can only promise salvation to a small 
segment of the imperiled society. While 
colonialism and modernization have brought 
many members of ruling Arab elites to 
skepticism concerning the revealed truths 
of Islam, the conversion of these few cos- 
mopolitans has only reinforced the faith of 
the masses, who see their own poverty and 
the dependence of their countries as the 
work of infidels and of fellow Muslims in 



meu pay. 
The righteous malaise of Muslims like 

al-Hajj Muhammad is so pervasive in to- 
day’s Islamic countries that skillful politi- 
cians cannot fail to use it as a powerful 
weapon of political mobilization. Although 
the Hajj has never read the works of Ay- 
atollah Khomeini or kindred Arab funda- 
mentalist theorists, his worldview epito- 
mizes the Zealotism of Khomeini’and his  
“Party of God.” The Hajj himself is no 
political activist; in order to get a passport 
to travel and work in Europe, he served as 
a ward worker for several political parties 
after Moroccan independence-an experi- 
ence that proved more dangerous than re- 
warding. He now says that “anyone with a 
brain in his head does not get involved in 
politics in Morocco.” Still, it is certain that 
the Islamic revolution in Iran has excited 
many fundamentalists who share the Hajj’s 
piety and his worldview-in Morocco and 
elsewhere in the Islamic world. 

One of the virtues of The House of Si 
AbdAlluh is that it gives life to what remains 
to most Westemers a cultural abstraction. 
The Hajj is a complex and most entertaining 
man, whose cultural milieu, material con- 
ditions, and personal experiences clearly 
inform his political perspective. But al-Hajj 
is only one of Munson’s two nmtors .  There 
is also Fatima Zohra, a younger cousin of 
the Hajj, who went to the American School 
in Tangier and has lived in the United States. 
Her narrative shows that Westernized Mus- 
lims still prize their Islamic heritage as a 
vital component of their political and cul- 
tural identity, even as they criticize i t  and 
express their political views in a relatively 
secular idiom. Fatima Zohra dismisses the 
Zealotism of her cousin as nonsense but 
feels an equally hitter resentment of foreign 
domination and social injustice, which she 
expresses in terms that echo the writings of 
Franz Fanon and contemporary Arab fem- 
inists. Indeed, the Hajj sees her opinions 
and the behavior they justify as the unfor- 
tunate fulfillment of a prophecy tie made 
many years ago: “I told [Fatima Zohra’s 
father] that if he sent his daughters to a 
Christian school, they would become Chris- 
tians .” 

By recording the words of al-Hajj Mu- 
hammed and Fatima Zohra as they talk about 
themselves and their kin, Henry Munson 
has made a valuable contribution to con- 
temporary Islamic studies. Quite apart from 
the political issues that he treats sensitively 
in an excellent introductory essay. his book 
has much to say about the travails of rural 
indigence and urban migration. the prob- 
lems and the joys of marriage and child- 
bearing. and the trauma of modernization 

character,” or, more precisely, a hero who incorporates all races, all national 
traits, all epochs of Brazilian life. His comic odyssey to retrieve a green amulet 
given him by his lover, Ci. Mother of the Forest, proceeds both geographically 
and historically, taking him from the cannibal-infested jungles of the Amazon 
to the boulevards of Rio to the backwater shanties of miasmic Si0 Paulo. 
Making love furiously from page to page and outwitting such antagonists as 
Piaiman, Eater of Men, and Oibe, the Terrible Giant Worm, Macunaima dies 
twice and is restored before finding the amulet, losing it again, and gaining 
his final apotheosis as a constellation in the heavens. 

As this synopsis suggests, the dynamic energy of Andrade’s work lies in 
its perpetual transformations. Leaf-cutter ants and termite queens advise the 
hero: a butterfly that soars from a wolfs gullet is the soul of a man; body 
parts in a cannibal’s stew coalesce and walk away; storks become airplanes; 
cats become motor cars; and the hero’s brother doubles as a telephone. Not 
surprisingly. the language of these remarkable fairy tales is as polyglot as the 
nation itself. Fabricating his narrative from a blend of contemporary slang, 
formal eighteenth-century Portuguese, African and Indian dialects, and tribal 
lyrics, Andrade sought to make h i s  style an objective correlative to the national 
character. Insisting upon the cultural uNty and independence of Brazil, he 
wished to demonstrate that the Portuguese of the Brazilian writer could and 
should be identical with the language of the people. Regrettably. this source 
of the work’s greatest originality and vitality prcsents the greatest problems 
for readers of E. A. Goodland’s English translation. Instead of the musical 
lilt and sassy irreverance of Brazilian slang, we encounter such anachronistic 
cliches as “Hell’s bells, he th inks  that I really am a French tart,” ”altogether 
she looked spiffy,” and “the hero did flabbergasting things” even when he 
was “down in the dumps.’’ 

TO some degree these shortcomings are unavoidable. So idiomatic is An- 
drade’s language that, at the end of the book, he creates a myth of his own 
to account for it. While traversing a deserted forest one day, the author explains, 
he heard a parrot speaking of Macunaima’s flamboyant adventures in a vanished 
tribal tongue that is itself polylingual. Musical and sweet, “it had the lovely 
fickle flavor of unknown forest fruits.” Learning the rudiments ofthis language. 
Andrade “rescued from oblivion” both the ancient tongue and ihe deeds of its 
hero. Thus we discover in Macunaima’s quest for the god-given talisman 
Andrade’s own search for the deep structures of his nation’s language and 
character. Like his hero who, after manifold incarnations, finally “decided to 
take to himself the conscience of a Latin American, put it inside his head and 
shaped himself into that mold,” Andrade saw his art as an act of cultural 
integration. No less than Joyce’s Stephen Dedalus, he wished to be both 
creator of and spokesman for the conscience of his race. 

As a moralist, Andrade finds the barrier to national self-discovery not in 
Brazil’s ethnic variety but in its accelerated plunge into twentieth-century 
industrialism. Si0 Paul0 is a vertiginous world of smoke wreaths, deafening 
noise, and ubiquitous “contraptions.” Acting on his vitalist impulses, Ma- 
cunaima yearns to make love to the “goddess of the Machine.” but he soon 
discovers that “the Machine had become a god out of man’s control, simply 
because it was not made in the form of a beautiful enchantress” but in the 
image of an economic principle that was “hardly a reality in the world.” 

Andrade feared that in becoming as mechanized as their European cousins, 
modem Brazilians were forgetting not only the invigorating myths of their 
past but the creative energy that produced them. But the populace still yearns 
for this power: Macunaima holds his listeners spellbound as he explains that 
the Southern Cross is not a hemispheric **symbol” but a crested curassow and 
her battalion of fireflies, and that the automobile originated with a jaguar who 
fastened on some wheels one day to escape a puma. At such moments, one 
would be tempted to classify Andrade as merely a charming primitivist, hut 
for Macunaima’s repeated motto: 

With fewer ants and better health 
Brazil would lead the world in wealth. 

As in many of the legends themselves. the political implications here are 
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and cultural dependence in modem Mo- 
mcco. m 

THE MARCH OF FOLLY 
by Barbara TUchman 
(Alfred A. Knopf; 447 pp.; S18.95) 

Kalman Goldstein 

Barbara Tuchman’s latest book is, as an- 
ticipated, a pleasure to read, but it gives no 
joy. As we witness the morality plays she 
stages and marvel at the scholarly but grace- 
ful proscenium, at the wit and dramatic 
color, we also cringe. There is. unfortu- 
nately, no catharsis. 

The object of her study is policy that 
pursues unattainable goals in obstinate dis- 
regard of self-interest, contemporary criti- 
cism, or the availability of feasible alter- 
natives. Her thesis is that corrosion of 
intellect and diminution of human sensi- 
bilities repeatedly accompany political 
power. As she politely and succinctly puts 
it: “Mankind, it seems, makes a poorer per- 
formance of government than of almost any 
other human activity.” Given her erudition, 
and the plethora of examples to choose from. 
this book could have been a sprawl of hu- 
man blockheadedness. Perhaps the greatest 
triumph, then. is that Tuchman has con- 
ducted a tightly disciplined examination. 
through a few well-chosen case studies, of 
one specific human folly: disregard of the 
obvious. 

To quahfy for inclusion in this volume 
a political folly had to fulfill rigorous cri- 

teria. It had to have been indulged in by a 
succession of rulers or administrations; it 
had to be increasingly and obviously self- 
defeating and seen as such at the time-no 
historical second-guessing; there had to have 
been ways out of the impasse that were 
recognized but ignored; policy-makers had 
to have become victims of paradigmatic as- 
sumptions that lefr them both incapable and 
unwilling to take off their blinders. What 
Tuchman brands as folly. psychologists have 
labeled “cognitive dissonance”: calling “light 
at the end of the tunnel” what is really the 
reflected glow of a fevered ego. The dust’ 
jacket illustration features a harlequinade; 
I would have chosen an image compounded 
of Weiner Herzog’s Aguirre, the Wrath of 
God and Pete Seeger’s “Waist Deep in the 
Big Muddy.” 

The March of Folly proceeds in an or- 
derly and inexorable manner, much as do 
its bemused protagonists. Again, this is not 
a saga of madmen but of those “subject to 
misjudgment, error and impulse-like you 
and me.” After stating her thesis and of- 
fering a soupgon of foolish individuals (Re- 
hoboam, Montezuma. Louis XIV). Tuch- 
man presents three extended studies: the 
Renaissance popes. George In and his min- 
isters, and our Vietnam-era political lead- 
ers. In all three cases Tuchman adheres 
carefully to her parameters of perverse folly 
and then establishes them convincingly and 
in some detail. In all three cases policy- 
makers ignored the benefits of experience, 
the lessons of repeated error, and the wam- 
ing disillusion or alienation of their own 
adherents. In all three cases the obstinate 
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power-wielders created the conditions of 
their own failure and wreaked havoc on the 
very institutions they were pledged to pro- 
tect. The reader may wish she had surveyed 
other, favorite episodes of persistent folly 
(the French Bourbons and the last Roma- 
novs come immediately to mind) but will 
be both convinced and impressed by how 
well Tuchman’s choices illuminate the con- 
cept of well-intentioned self-delusion. 

Tuchman rightfully and forcefully ex- 
poses the resolute ideologues. the incom- 
petents who hid behind dogma, and the 
transparently power-hungry who pursued 
self-aggrandizement or sycophancy despite 
the cost to others. But what most impressed 
and riveted me were the examples of those 
within the “Establishment” who warned their 
superiors of their folly, were patronized, 
and who then half-heartedly trudged along, 
holding their heads high and ignoring the 
slippery footing or-like Melvin Laird- 
blushing every time they had to defend their 
government’s policies. 

The Renaissance popes ignored clerical 
critics like Egidio of Vietbo. Bishop Do- 
menico de Domenichi, Cardinal Nicholas 
of Cusa, and the Brethren of the Common 
Life, all of whom tried to divert Borgias, 
della Roveres, and de Medicis from their 
venality, power politics, and dynastic nep- 
otism. King George suffered the “loyal op- 
position” of Cabinet ministers like General 
Conway, the Earl of Shelbume, Thomas 
Pownall. the Duke of Richmond (Tuchman 
neglects the Earl of Dartmouth), all of whom 
were convinced that the king’s hard-liners 
would drive Americans from the Empire. 
Even Lord North was profoundly ambiva- 
lent but went along, unnecessarily forcing 
issues bound to create disaffection. 

Lyndon Johnson too had a cote-full of 
administration doves: Senator Richard Rus- 
sell, Clark Clifford, George Ball, George 
Kennan, U. Alexis Johnson, General James 
Gavin, CIA General Edward Landsdale (in 
Vietnam from the mid-’50s). All of them 
told him unpalatable truths about Vietnam 
but long delayed any public dissent. Tuch- 
man also reminds us of the very gradual 
awakening of men like Mike Mansfield, 
Robert McNamara, and other New Fron- 
tiersmen; pages 340 to 356 provide an im- 
pressive list. 

In sum, while the refusal to confess an 
error to one’s enemies was understandable, 
the inability to respond to the second 
thoughts of one’s friends was deep folly. 
And those who continued to support folly, 
knowing it to be folly, compounded the 

A final strength of Tuchman’s account is 
that she fulfills the deeper purpose of a mo- 

folly. 
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